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Features & Benefits  

 
The PowerscreenÈ Trakpactor 550SR horizontal shaft impactor is designed for processing soft to medium-hard 
primary & secondary materials such as natural rock & construction derived materials like asphalt, recycling & 
demolition waste.  
 
Material is fed into the large feed hopper, common on both vibrating grizzly feeder & live pre-screen versions in which 
both feature a selectable crusher bypass facility & optional fines discharge conveyor. Load sensing ensures the wide 
crusher inlet opening receives a continuous feed of pre-screened material, avoiding unnecessary crusher wear.  
 
The PowerscreenÈ Trakpactor 550SR's robust impact chamber features a twin apron, 4 bar rotor design, with hydraulic 
release aprons, hydraulic setting adjustment, hydraulic crusher overload & is driven directly off the engine via clutch 
for optimum fuel economy. Next, crushed material passes; either over the independent under pan feeder & modular 
product conveyor, or directly onto the full length conveyor. Both conveyors feature a raise/lower facility to aid 
clearance of rebar in the event of a blockage.  
 
The plant has been designed with ease of maintenance in mind. Hydraulic banks, battery access and control valves are  
at eye level to make setup and operation much easier. 
 
The SR section is fully detachable using quick release hydraulics and electrics. To enable this, the recirculation 
conveyor slews into transport position along the side of the machine. The recirculation conveyor can also slew from 
recirculation to stockpiling position. 
 
Á Output potential up to 500 tph (550 US tph) 

Á Suitable for a variety of feed materials, ideal for recycling, demolition & quarry applications 

Á Double deck grizzly feeder with under screen 

Á Load management system to control feeder speed 

Á Proven impact crusher with hydraulic overload protection, 4 bar rotor & twin apron design 

Á Hydraulic Inlet Lid allows ónear-sizeô pieces to enter chamber without blocking inlet (Terex chamber only) 

Á Hydraulic Autoset CSS Adjustment (Terex chamber only) 

Á Heavy duty under crusher impact bars as standard 
Á Fully independent under crusher vibrating pan feeder (Optional) 

Á Bypass Conveyor selection on either side of plant. RHS or LHS (Optional) 

Á Latest generation power units that meet EU Stage IIIB / US Tier 4i & EU Stage IIIA / US Tier 4F         

Á Chamber drive via clutch & highly fuel efficient direct drive system 

Á Crusher speed variation through user friendly PLC control system 

Á Live pre-screen (Optional) 

Á Hydraulic raise/lower magnet  
Á SR section can slew from recirculation to stockpiling position 

Á SR section detaches using quick release hydraulics & electrics  
 
 

 Specification  Trakpactor 550SR Standard  

Total weight 71,000kg (156,528lbs) VGF 

Transport Length 21.1m (69ô 1ò) VGF  

  Width 3.45m (11ô 4ò)           

  Height 3.8m (12ô 6ò)  

Working Length 20.6m (67ô7ôô) VGF  

  Width 6.88m (22ô 7ò) w/ bypass conveyor deployed 

  Height 5.83m (19ô 2ò) 

  

Crusher type: Twin apron 4 bar impact crusher, feed opening 1370mm x 911mm (54ò x 36ò) 

Power unit:  
Tier 3ðCaterpillar C13 328kW (440hp) or Tier 4 Scania DC13 368kW (500hp)  
or  Constant Speed Scania DC13 371kW  (498hp) 

Paint colour:  Blue RAL 5021, Grey RAL 7024, Black RAL 9005 
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Principles of Operation  

Material enters via the crusher opening & slides down the inlet chute where it is struck by the blow bar 
which is held within the rotor. This initial impact breaks the material which is then accelerated onto the top 
apron where more reduction takes place on impact. This material then falls back into the blow bars & the 
cycle is repeated until the material is small enough to pass between the apron & the blow bar. Once 
through this gap, further reduction occurs on the bottom apron until the material can again pass through 
the gap & discharge from the underside of the crusher. 
Any un-crushable material entering the chamber will relieve the overload cylinders & allow the material to 
pass. The cylinders will then return to the pre-set crushing position. The pre-set gap is adjusted by turning 
the adjustment spindle whilst the weight of the apron is held on the cylinder (hydraulic assist). 

 

Crusher Specification  

 

Á Feed opening:   1370mm x 911mm (54ò x  36ò) 
Á Max lump size*  500mm

3 
(20in

3
) / 860mm (34ò) diagonally /  

     1000x1000x200mm (39x39x8ò) slab 
Á Rotor width:   1330mm (52ò) 
Á Rotor diameter:  1210mm (47ò) 
Á Number of aprons:  2 
Á Maximum clearance:  Top Apron: 265mm (10.5ò) Bottom Apron: 305mm 
(12ò) 

Á Maximum OSS setting: 200mm (8ò) upper apron, (200)mm (4 (7.8)ò) lower apron 
Á Minimum CSS setting: 75 (35)mm (3 (1.4)ò) upper apron, 35 (20)mm (1.4 (0.8)ò) lower apron 
Á Number of blow bars: 4 
Á Blow bar removal:  Vertically 
Á Blow bar configuration: 2 full & 2 half (optional 4 full) 
Á Setting adjustment:  Hydraulic assist 
Á Overload protection:  Hydraulic 
Á Rotor speeds:   537 - 694rpm (34 - 44m/s) (111 - 144ft/s) 
Á Applications:   Demolition / recycling / quarry 
Á Crusher weight:  14540kg (32,055lbs) 
Á Full blow bar weight:  410kg (904lbs) 
Á Side Liners:   20mm thick, abrasive resistant steel 

Views from inside the 
Trakpactor 550 Impact 
Crusher, showing blow 
bars,   wedges & rotor 

Principal Components of the Powerscreen
®

 Trakpactor 550 Impact Crusher  

Control Cylinder 
 
 

Top Impact Apron 
 
 

Apron Adjustment 
Spindle 
 
 
 
 

Control Cylinder 
(Auto Adjust Apron 
Setting Control) 
 

Bottom Impact Apron 
 
 
 

Rotor 

Crusher  Hydraulic 
Inlet lid 

 
 

Wear Liners 
 
 

Inlet Plate 
 
  

Inlet Wear Beam 
 
 
 
 

Full Blowbar 
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Powerscreen
®

 Trakpactor 550 - Impact Crusher  

 
 

Hydraulic Inlet Lid 
 
Main welded body 
 
Impactor hinged section 
 
 
Inspection covers 
 
 
Hydraulic overload &  
adjustment cylinders 
 
 
Toggle bolts 
 
 
Inspection covers 
 
 
Side door 
 
 
 
Trunions 
 
 
Hinged section opening cylinders 
 
 
Bearings Picture shows typical components of an Impact Crusher 

Main Features  

Crusher body: Fabricated   from steel  plate  &  fully  lined   with replaceable abrasion resistant  liner  plates.  
Hinged side door allows access to apron tips & rotor  for gap measurements &  inspection. 
Complete hinged section opens hydraulically to allow blow bar removal & replacement, apron & 
liner replacement or major maintenance 

 
Rotor:   Cast steel & fitted with 4 reversible & replaceable blow bars 
 
Bearings:  Double row self aligning spherical roller bearing fitted each end of rotor 
 
Aprons:  Cast steel aprons with replaceable abrasion resistant wear plate on tip of bottom apron 
 
Drive:   Direct through wedge belts with tensioning system on the power unit 
 
Lubrication:  Rotor bearings are greased & fitted with inner & outer labyrinth seals 
  
Blow bars:  Standard blow bar is martensitic steel, options available in high chrome & ceramic 

 
This plant is designed for both demolition & quarrying applications. When fitted with martensitic or ceramic blow bars, 
the crusher will tolerate small quantities of steel reinforcing bar in the feed. However, the machine is not designed to 
accept large pieces (maximum 20mm diameter, 500mm long) of steel or other uncrushable objects & the feed material 
should be assessed / inspected for suitability prior to crushing. It is vitally important that large pieces of steel or 
similar un-crushable objects are not allowed to enter the crushing chamber as severe damage & injury may occur. 

When high chrome bars are fitted, all steel should be removed from the feed material & the machine should 
only be used on quarry applications, or clean materials such as asphalt. 
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Vibrating Grizzly Feeder  

 
Type:  Spring mounted vibrating 
 
Vibrating unit: Twin heavy-duty cast eccentric 

shafts running in spherical    
roller bearings. Gears coupled 
at drive end. 

 
Length:  4.30m (14ô 1ò) 
   
Width:   1.26m (4ô 2ò) 
 
Pan:   12mm (0.5ò) thick abrasion   

resistant steel base plate liners- 
folded to prevent material build 
up in corners 

 
Drive:  Flange mounted hydraulic    

motor 
 
Grizzly:  2m (6ô6ò) long double section of 

welded tapered finger bars at 
34mm (1.33ò) as standard or 
38mm (1.5ò), 50mm (2ò), 60mm 
(2.4ò), 63mm (2.5ò) & 75mm (3ò)  
optional nominal spacing 

   fabricated in 20mm thick 
  abrasion resistant steel.  
 
Mesh: Blanking mat standard, under 

screen mesh in sizes 25mm, 
(1ò) as standard.   

    
Chute:  Bypass chute with internal 2 

way flap door fitted, to control 
direction of fines, either forward 
onto the product conveyor 
(when a blanking mat is fitted) 
or onto the optional bypass 
conveyor 

 
 

Hopper  

Hydraulic folding hopper with over centre struts 
& wedge-lock system 
 
Hopper length:  4.87m (15ô 12ò) 
Hopper width:  2.62m (8ô 7ò) 
Hopper capacity:  7m

3 
(9.2 cu. yd.)  

 
Body:   12mm thick abrasion  
    resistant steel plate 
 
Hydraulic locking as standard. 
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Product Conveyor   

 
Conveyor type:  Fully removable modular unit. Shallow troughed with winged rollers & fully 
 tunnelled with minimal snag areas 
 
Belt type:  RIPSTOP SW630/2 9+3 GRADE X COVERS & vulcanised joint 
 
Belt width:  1200mm (47ò) 
 
Discharge height:   3.80m (12ô 6ò) when fully raised 
   
Stockpile volume:  81.2m

3
  

 
Feedboot:   Fabricated steel with abrasion resistant steel liners 
 
Impact area:  Heavy Duty Under crusher impact bars 
 
Skirting:   Fully skirted in wear resistant rubber up to magnet discharge area 
 
Drive:   Dual hydraulic motor direct to head drum 
 
Lubrication:  Centralised grease points for lubrication of shaft bearings 
 
Belt covers:  Optional Aluminium removable dust covers 
 
Belt adjustment:  Belt tensioning is by use of screw adjustment at the head drum 

Dust Suppression System  

 

Spray bars with atomiser nozzles mounted over product   

conveyor & final conveyor discharge, piped to an inlet  

manifold for customer water supply or optional pump 

 

Type:    Clean water multi atomising nozzles 

Inlet:    Single point 

Inlet pressure:  3 BAR (44 psi) 

 

Water supply:  24 litres (6.3 g) per minute min 

Frost protection:  Via system main valves 

Pump:   Optional    
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Power unit  

 

Tier 3 / Stage 3A:   Caterpillar C-13 ACERT, 6 cylinder, 328 kW  
    (440hp)      
  

Operating conditions:  Ambient temp. +30ÁC & ï5ÁC (86ÜF & 23ÜF)  
    altitudes up to 1000m (3281ft) above sea level.  
 

Operating rpm range:   1700 - 2100rpm  
 

Emission control technique:  Not Applicable  
 
     

Plant drive:    High quality pumps driven via clutch PTOôs  
 
Clutch type:    DESCH REVOX 14ò WET CLUTCH 
                                                     
 

Tier 4F Stage IV:                       Scania DC13 385A - 368kW (500hp) 
     
Operating conditions:  Ambient temp. +30ÁC & ï5ÁC (86ÜF & 23ÜF)  
    altitudes up to 1000m (3281ft) above sea level.  
  
Operating rpm range:   1500 - 1900rpm 
 
 
Emission control technique:  Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)  
  
Reductant tank size:  60 L (16.8 US Gal)  
 
Plant drive:    High quality pumps driven via  clutch PTOôs 
 

Clutch type:   DESCH REVOX 14ò WET CLUTCH   

Constant Speed:  Scania DC13 371kW (498hp) 
(EU Only) 
 
Operating conditions:  Ambient temp. +30ÁC & ï5ÁC (86ÜF & 23ÜF)  
    altitudes up to 1000m (3281ft) above sea level.  
 

Operating rpm range:   1500 - 1900rpm  
 

Emission control technique:  Not Applicable  
 

Reductant tank size:  60 L (16.8 US Gal)  
     

Plant drive:    High quality pumps driven via clutch PTOôs  
 
Clutch type:    DESCH REVOX 14ò WET CLUTCH 

 
Fuel tank capacity:  1100L (291 US Gal) 
 
Hydraulic tank capacity: 1000 L (264 US Gal)  
 
Crusher drive:   Direct drive via wedge belts,  
    Clutch pulley diameter 425mm T4, 375mm T3  
    Crusher pulley diameter 800mm Terex (39ò).  
    800mm WITH HAZEMAG 
    Crushing performance can be tuned by changing 
    engine speed via the PLC . 
 

Crusher drive tensioning: VEE BELT TENSIONER SYSTEM 

 


